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研究成果の概要（和文）：以下の調査を行った。(1)脳波計を用いたキューイング課題の効果測定。(2)英語能力
の低い話者と高い話者の英単語読み上げのきっかけ測定。(3)漢語読み上げ時に使用される音韻単位は何か。(4)
単語創出単位の大きさの違いはその言語で用いられる記述単位によるのか。(5)音訓率を含む漢字および発音の
オンライン検索エンジンの構築。これらにより、英語能力の低い日本語母語話者は、英語でも日本語のモーラ単
位で発話すること、一方、英語能力の高い日本語母語話者は英語母語話者と同じ単位で発話することが分かっ
た。また、漢字はモーラ重複ではなく漢字全体の発音が言語産出に影響していることも分かった。

研究成果の概要（英文）：I investigated these themes: (1) Examining efficiency of a new cueing task 
in combination with EEG. (2) Examining priming for low- and high-proficient bilinguals (LPB/HPB) 
when naming English words. (3) Examining which phonological unit is used when naming Kanji 
compounds. (4) Examining whether the cross-language variation in the size of the unit of word 
production is due to the type of script used in the language. (5) Constructing an online database 
which contains information about Japanese kanji and their pronunciations together with their 
on-reading ratios. From these investigations, I found that low-proficient JP-ENG bilinguals use 
their L1-unit (mora) to construct speech sounds even in their L2 (English). Conversely, 
high-proficient JP-ENG bilinguals use the same unit as a native speaker (English). Also I found that
 kanji can influence the unit of language production. That is, mora overlap might not be enough and 
the whole pronunciation of the kanji becomes the relevant factor.

研究分野： 実験心理学
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１．研究開始当初の背景 
 
There are over 6000 different languages in 
the world and most sound differently. Thus, 
it is important to understand how speech 
sounds (phonology) are constructed. Several 
theoretical models have emerged 
attempting to describe language production 
processes and concur that there is a clear 
division between processing the meaning of 
words and processing the sound forms of 
words. The most detailed model of language 
production [1] proposes that we first form 
thoughts we want to express. Next, we 
process the syntax of the words involved and 
lastly, we construct the sound forms of the 
words.  
 
Fig. 1. Part of the Levelt et al. (1999) 
language production model. 

 
As can be seen in Figure 1 this latter part is 
further divided into a “units” and a “frame” 
part. The frame specifies how many 
syllables are needed and to which stress 
(and/or tone/pitch in certain languages) is 
added and the “units” represent the 
fundamental sound units to fit in the 
metrical frame. These “units” have typically 
been assumed to be phonemes, though 
recent evidence has shown that this might 
be different in Chinese [2] in which the 
syllable, and Japanese [3] in which the mora 
has been proposed to be the fundamental 
phonological building blocks during 
language production. However, how speech 
sounds are exactly produced is still debated, 
especially concerning the exact differences 
for several languages as well as the current 
scarcity of information concerning the 
underlying brain mechanisms. 
 
２．研究の目的 
 
The purpose of this research project is to 
enhance our knowledge concerning how 
speech sounds are constructed by the brain 

among the various languages in the world. 
These findings are academically very 
important for theoretical models defining 
the architecture of language processing [1]. 
Additionally, there are also many real-world 
applications such as those found in 
language education, speech pathology, and 
human-machine interaction. 
 
３．研究の方法 
 
This research project has employed several 
experimental paradigms to investigate this 
matter. First, the cueing paradigm (see 
Figure 2) in which two cues are presented 
which overlap in a phoneme (e.g. /k/ in亀-
骨) or mora (e.g. /ka/ in 亀-壁) versus no 
overlap (e.g. 亀 - 机 ). Hereby we also 
employed electroencephalography (EEG).  

Fig. 2. The cueing paradigm. 
 
Second, we investigated how the 
phonological unit would manifest for low- 
and high-proficient Japanese - English 
bilinguals using a masked priming 
paradigm. Third, using a similar masked 
priming paradigm we investigated the role 
of script (kanji vs. kana) on the observed 
priming processes as both scripts are likely 
to have different processing strategies. 
Fourth, we used the Stroop task and 
investigate this matter the matter of script 
type on the phonological unit even closer. 
Fifth, in an effort to increase phonological 
onset detection accuracy, we employed new 
techniques using the MS Kinect sensor to 
obtain chronometric onset data based on lip 
movement as well as on auditory 
information.	
	
４．研究成果	
	
First, I have carried out several 
experiments using the cueing paradigm in 
combination with EEG (with Prof. Tamaoka 
at Nagoya University). This work is still in 
progress as we found mixed results (some 
experiments showed facilitation, whereas 
others did not). We are adapting the task to 
maximize results. Second, I have co-
authored a paper (Nakayama, Kinoshita & 
Verdonschot, 2016) investigating priming 



for low- and high-proficient bilinguals 
(LPB/HPB) when naming English words. 
Stimuli overlapped in the onset (bark - 
BENCH vs. dark - BENCH) or in the 
mora/CV (bell - BENCH vs. cell - BENCH). 
We found that only HPB and native 
speakers showed onset priming but not LPB. 
All groups showed (identical) CV and 
identity priming. We also found that 
immersion (not TOEIC score or onset of 
learning) explained this pattern best. An 
acoustic analysis (see Figure 3) finally 
showed that only LPB (and not HPB) JP-
ENG bilinguals inserted vowels in English 
words (e.g. magnet becoming maGUnet[to]) 
which fits the assumption that low-
proficient bilinguals use mora units even in 
their second (low-proficient) language. 
 

Fig. 3. The insertion of epenthetic vowels by 
low-proficient JP-ENG bilinguals. 
 
Third, I have co-authored a publication 
(Yoshihara et al., in press) which used the 
masked priming paradigm to examine 
which phonological unit is used when 
naming Kanji compounds. Although the 
phonological unit in the Japanese language 
has been suggested to be the mora [3], we 
found that significant priming only when 
Kanji pairs shared the whole sound of their 
initial characters. This paper discusses how 
different phonological units may be involved 
when processing Kanji and Kana words as 
well as the implications for language 
production models. Fourth, I investigated 
whether the cross-language variation in the 
size of the unit of word production is due to 

the type of script used in the language (i.e. 
alphabetic, morphosyllabic, or moraic) as 
shown by the previously mentioned 
Yoshihara et al. (in press) data.  Through 
the use of the Stroop colour naming task, we 
showed that the overlap in the initial mora 
between the colour name and the written 
distractor facilitates colour naming 
independent of script type.  These results 
(re-)confirm the mora as the phonological 
unit of word production in Japanese [3], and 
also establish the Stroop colour naming task 
as a useful task for investigating the 
fundamental (or “proximate”) phonological 
unit used in speech production. Fifth, based 
on a KINECT publication (Verdonschot et al. 
2015) we carried out additional 
investigations (with Dr. Fujie from Chiba 
Institute of Technology) using a deep 
learning approach. This research is still in 
progress as the current models could not 
predict the sensor data with high accuracy. 
Therefore, a higher resolution sensor is 
currently being employed. Lastly, I have co-
authored a publication (Tamaoka, Makioka, 
Sanders & Verdonschot, 2017) which 
provides a new and freely accessible 
database for scholars to use when working 
with the Japanese language. This database 
is very useful when selecting stimuli to 
investigate the production of speech sounds 
in Japanese as multiple readings for 
different kanji are listed together with their 
"on ratio" (i.e., how often a kanji is read in 
its on- or kun reading).	
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